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National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, National Institutes of Health, Rockville, MarylandABSTRACT Simulations of two distinct systems, one a planar bilayer, the other the inverse hexagonal phase, indicate consis-
tent mechanical properties and curvature preferences, with single DOPE leaflets having a spontaneous curvature, R0 ¼ 26 A˚
(experimentally ~–29.2 A˚) and DOPC leaflets preferring to be approximately flat (R0¼ –65 A˚, experimentally ~–87.3 A˚). Addi-
tionally, a well-defined pivotal plane, where a DOPE leaflet bends at constant area, has been determined to be near the glycerol
region of the lipid, consistent with the experimentally predicted plane. By examining the curvature frustration of both high and low
curvature, the transferability of experimentally determined bending constants is supported. The techniques herein can be
applied to predict the effect of biologically active molecules on the mechanical properties of lipid bilayers under well-controlled
conditions.INTRODUCTIONX-ray diffraction experiments (1–5) on the inverted hexag-
onal phase of dioleoylphosphatidyl-ethanolamine (DOPE)
and dioleoylphosphatidyl-choline (DOPC) lipid systems
indicate that leaflets composed of these lipids prefer sub-
stantially different curvatures, likely due to the size or hy-
dration of their zwitterionic headgroups: PE, -CH2-NH
þ
4 ;
PC, -CH2-NðCH3Þþ3 . A strong preference for leaflet curva-
ture has a number of ramifications for cellular phenomena
near the bilayer surface. Embedding short peptides, protein
aggregation, and protein conformational change could all
relieve the curvature frustration by, for example, altering
the preferred curvature of the layer (e.g., by binding at the
surface) or by enforcing local curvature near the protein
(from mismatched hydrophobic thickness) (6–9). Recruit-
ment of specific lipids during cellular events like endocy-
tosis could also lower energy barriers due to highly curved
intermediates (10). Quantifying the frustration of leaflets
with specific lipid compositions has relied on inverse hexag-
onal phase x-ray experiments. How closely the inverse hex-
agonal phase-derived mechanical properties reflect the
behavior of the nearly flat layers in the cell is a difficult
question to answer experimentally because of the unique na-
ture of the experiment—the phase cannot be formed from
any lipid composition, and only high curvatures can be
explored and then extrapolated back to the planar case.
Simulations of lipid bilayer models are in fact most natu-
rally performed on flat layers due to periodic boundary con-
ditions, but simulations of curved systems are becoming
more common. What is required is a practical theoretical
framework for quantifying bending propensities in simula-
tions and a statement of the accuracy expected of popular
models. The planar bilayer lateral pressure profile is argu-Submitted September 3, 2012, and accepted for publicationMarch 26, 2013.
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lation; with a reasonable assumption of the monolayer
bending modulus (the force constant for bending) it pro-
vides the spontaneous curvature (the location of the mini-
mum of the energy with respect to bending). These
quantities are specified in Theory and Methods.
Other studies have used the bilayer pressure profile to
calculate spontaneous curvatures (11–14). Ollila and
Vattulainen (15) reviewed leaflet mechanical properties
computed from pressure profiles by coarse-grained and
united-atom lipid models. The trend from DOPC to DOPE
is reproduced nicely by a coarse-grained model (11),
whereas a united-atom model incorrectly indicates that
DOPC prefers large negative curvature comparable to the
DOPE experimental value. However, the united-atom simu-
lation reproduces well the influence of cholesterol on
a DOPC leaflet, pushing it toward preferring even more
negative curvature (13). The all-atom bilayer pressure pro-
file is frequently used as a target for developing coarse-
grained models (12,16,17), as well as a way to calculate
the free energy contribution due to the mechanical deforma-
tion of the surrounding bilayer (18–20). The pressure pro-
files of other phases, such as monolayers and gels, have
also been calculated (21,22). It is worth noting that many
coarse-grained models are efficient enough to draw conclu-
sions about large-scale curvature and lipid composition ef-
fects, e.g., Risselada and Marrink (23) and Cooke and
Deserno (24). However, such models are often parameter-
ized to have specific mechanical properties and would likely
benefit from calculations of detailed all-atom models such
as in this work.
What separates this work from previous studies is that the
planar results are compared with novel, to our knowledge,
inverse hexagonal-phase bending energy simulations to
describe the energetics over a broad region of bending.
The results of the planar pressure profile method, combinedhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.03.048
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nal phase (providing the bending modulus and spontaneous
curvature), demonstrate that not only does the CHARMM
C36 force field (25) reproduce the experimental results of
the curved system, but that this experimental result is a
good model for the planar system most relevant to biology.
These two simulation methods are applied to two lipid
systems: First, the lateral pressure profile is computed for
DOPE and DOPC planar bilayers from which the derivative
of the free energy with respect to (single leaflet) bending is
extracted. Second, the inverse hexagonal phase consisting of
DOPE or DOPC is simulated at various water concentra-
tions (along with void-filling tetradecane), and the local wa-
ter pressure at the center of the water/lipid cylinders is
computed, following the derivation of Gruner et al. (26).
At optimal curvature, the interior water pressure is equal
to the ambient water pressure, indicating that the surface
is tensionless. The result for the free energy change with
bending (per unit area), vF=vR1, is consistent between
two very different methodologies for both lipids.
Before showing the results of computing bending free en-
ergy derivatives, the methodology used is reviewed. The
bending free energy of a planar surface is described, fol-
lowed by derivations of extracting bending constants from
first planar and then curved simulations. The article con-
cludes with a discussion of the ramifications of bending
free energies at high and low curvature. The Appendix con-
tains a derivation of the spontaneous curvature in terms of
the bilayer pressure profile, equivalent to Szleifer et al.
(27). In this case, the first-order free energy derivative of a
generic deformation provided by Schofield and Henderson
(28) is used to compute the bending derivative, as described
by Goetz and Lipowsky (29). The free energy derivative
computed from the pressure profile, vF=vR1, does not
require a continuum model or specification of a pivotal
plane. Additionally, the deformation used to compute
vF=vR1 is justified by examining the simulated deforma-
tion between the planar and inverse hexagonal phase.THEORY AND METHODS
Bending free energy of a surface
In simplified models, the lipid membrane of the cell is often represented as a
two-dimensional surface parameterized by mechanical constants that
describe the variation of the energy with deviations of the principal curva-
tures of the surface. For the case of a cylindrical surface, the description is
particularly clear: the surface normal is radial, curvature along the axis of
the cylinder is zero, and so there is no Gaussian curvature. The Helfrich
Hamiltonian (30,31) is then defined as
FH ¼
Z
A
Kb
2

R1  c0
2
dA; (1)
where R is the radius of the cylinder, Kb is the bending modulus, and c0 is
the spontaneous curvature. In this article the cylindrical axis will always bealong z, so that in Cartesian coordinates R ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2 þ y2
p
. The quantityR0 ¼ c01 refers to the radius of the cylinder at which the free energy is
minimized. The cylindrical case is relevant to this work because a simula-
tion treatment of the cylindrical inverse hexagonal phase is applied to
extract Kb and c0. The convention for the sign of R for lipid leaflets is
that negative values indicate that the surface is concave (inward-curving)
relative to the lipid headgroup.
Equation 1 could describe a bilayer or a monolayer. For a bilayer with the
same composition on the upper and lower leaflets, c0 is zero by symmetry.
In the case of a monolayer or asymmetric bilayer, c0 may not be zero. For
the purposes of bilayer analysis, this work assumes that a model of bilayer
mechanical properties can be extracted from single-leaflet models. The
mechanical constants can be adjusted to refer to a common surface (as
described in Marsh (32)) and the two leaflets can be allowed to slide across
each other at the bilayer midplane (for example, so that the area is constant
at the single-leaflet pivotal plane). For this purpose, as described and justi-
fied in the Appendix, a volume-preserving deformation of the bilayer that
induces curvature along a single axis will be assumed. Consider a segment
of a cylindrical bilayer surface with radius R, measured at the midplane.
The radius of the inner monolayer, measured at the pivotal plane (a distance
z0 from the midplane for the planar bilayer), is
Rm ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R2 þ z20
q
 z0ðinner leafletÞ: (2)
The inner leaflet, parameterized by Eq. 1 with Rm, has bending modulus Kmb
and spontaneous curvature c0 ¼ R01. Additionally, the area of the surface
at the midplane is greater than the area at the inner monolayer pivotal plane;
the energy is scaled by the ratio of areas, Rm/R. Inserting Eq. 2 into Eq. 1,
neglecting terms of order R3 and greater, scaling by the area factor, and
completing the square in terms of R yields the Helfrich parameterization:
Kmb ðbilayer midplaneÞ ¼ Kmb

1þ z
2
0
2R20

;
R10 ðbilayer midplaneÞ ¼
2R0 þ z0
2R20 þ z20
:
(3)
A similar analysis for the outer leaflet, but with Rm ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃR2 þ z20p þ z0,
yields the complete bilayer Helfrich model. The bilayer bending modulusis approximately the sum of the individual leaflet bending moduli. Correc-
tions to second order in R0
1 in Eq. 3 are ~5 and 1% for DOPE and DOPC,
respectively, and depend on the deformation applied (this gives the small
difference between Eq. 3 and Marsh (32)). For negative curvature, the
preferred radius of curvature for a leaflet measured at the bilayer midplane
will tend to be longer than the single-leaflet value; for example, if a single
leaflet of DOPE prefers a concave radius of 26 A˚ (defined at the pivotal
plane near the headgroup), the value at the bilayer midplane will be greater
by approximately the thickness of the leaflet, so that considerations of radii
of curvature less than the surface thickness will not be warranted (33).
In subsequent analysis, the monolayer bending modulus will be specifically
referred to as Kmb , values of the spontaneous curvature will be for the
individual leaflet, and both quantities are measured for curvature at the
pivotal plane.
X-ray diffraction on the inverse hexagonal phase (HII, essentially hexag-
onally packed cylindrical monolayers with water in the interior) has been
used to measure these mechanical parameters for a limited set of lipids.
Fig. 1 plots the deformation energy per lipid of a DOPE leaflet due to
bending along a single axis. The model implies that a bilayer formed
from DOPE will be unstable; indeed above 22C this lipid readily forms
the inverse hexagonal phase at hydration levels up to at least 20 water mol-
ecules per lipid (34). Values taken from Fuller and Rand (4) are the mono-
layer bending modulus (6.36 kcal/mol, or 10.8 kT), R0 (–29.2 A˚), and the
area per lipid at the pivotal plane (69.8 A˚2). Additional lipid phases, such
as the cubic phase, allow other mechanical constants (for example, the
coupling of curvatures along the principal axes) to be measured that mayBiophysical Journal 104(10) 2202–2211
FIGURE 1 The energy dependence of a single leaflet of DOPE according
to the mechanical constants extracted from the x-ray experiment (see, e.g.,
the literature (1–4)). (Solid line) Free energy; (shaded line) derivative with
respect to curvature. The derivative, vF=vR1, is the quantity simulated in
this work shown in Fig. 5.
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whether these Helfrich model parameters extracted at high curvature are ac-
curate for deformations of nearly planar bilayers. In other words, it is not
clear whether moduli reflecting a higher-order expansion of the bending en-
ergy are required; the simulation setup described in this article is meant to
help answer this question. Longer simulations will be necessary for a defin-
itive statement, yet the inverse hexagonal phase simulation results of this
work are consistent with the near-planar curvature energetics extracted
from the same CHARMM model.
The first method used to determine the spontaneous curvature from simu-
lation computes the deformation energy of a single leaflet present in a lipid
bilayer, yielding vF=vR1, the slope of the curve in Fig. 1 at R1¼ 0, which
together with an estimate of Kb can be used to reconstruct the curve. Here F
is the free energy per unit area.
The second method for determining R0 is to simulate the inverse hexag-
onal phase under various levels of hydration, and calculate the pressure of
the water at the interior of the cylinder. In accord with the x-ray experiment,
the osmotic pressure P on the water due to the enclosing lipids will be
determined by bending frustration,
vF
vVw
¼ Pz vFH
vR1
dR1
dVw
; (4)
with a geometric relation between the surface curvature R1 and the water
volume, V .w
Although this article emphasizes computing mechanical constants of
lipid bilayers, in all cases it is not the spontaneous curvature or bending
modulus individually that is directly obtained from a single simulation,
but dF=dR1 ¼ KbðR1  R10 Þ. The usefulness of this quantity may be
well beyond parameterization of continuum bilayer models; it is a property
of even highly inhomogeneous systems with ambiguous surfaces. Simula-
tions of the inverse hexagonal phase can be executed at various values of
R1, allowing a region of FðR1Þ to be fit from the set of values of dF=dR1.Free energy derivative of planar leaflet curvature
Differentiation of the Helfrich Hamiltonian (per unit area) in Eq. 1 with
respect to the curvature, R1, yields KbR01 (for a planar system).
From the Appendix, which contains a review of the theory for computingBiophysical Journal 104(10) 2202–2211the bending energy from the lateral pressure profile, pT(z) – pN(z), comes
the well-known expression
vF
vR1

R1 ¼ 0
¼ 
ZN
N
z½pTðzÞ  pNðzÞdz ðplanarÞ; (5)
where pT(z) and pN(z) are the tangential (xy) and normal (z) local pressures
for the planar system, respectively. By symmetry, the preferred curvature ofa bilayer with the same composition in the upper and lower leaflet is zero.
As a practical matter, the limits of integration in Eq. 5 are set to (0,N), so
that only the upper leaflet is considered. Reversing the sign of z and inte-
grating over the lower leaflet (i.e., with limits (N, 0)) provides the
same value for the lower leaflet by switching the sense of the curvature.
Typically this is written as integrating over the entire bilayer but using
the absolute value of z in the integrand. The integration limits are specified
here as (N, þN) for use on generic surfaces (in fact the derivation of
vF=vR1 requires this). The approximation of integrating both halves of
the bilayer separately (or with jzj over the entire bilayer) is discussed in
the Appendix. The Helfrich energy per unit surface area is
FHðRÞ ¼ K
m
b R
2
2
 R1
ZN
N
z½pTðzÞ  pNðzÞdz: (6)
To find the minimum (R0) of Eq. 6 with respect to R
1, the derivative is
computed asvFH
vR1
¼ Kmb R1 
ZN
N
z½pTðzÞ  pNðzÞdz; (7)
where the second term on the right-hand side is evaluated for a planar
leaflet. The derivative is zero at R0:Kmb R
1
0 ¼
ZN
N
z½pTðzÞ  pNðzÞdz ¼  vFH
vR1

R1 ¼ 0
: (8)
For a pressure profile calculated at zero tension (29), it appears that the
pivot at which the spontaneous curvature is computed is arbitrary, asZN
N
ðzþ z0Þ½pTðzÞ  pNðzÞdz ¼
ZN
N
z½pTðzÞ  pNðzÞdz:
(9)
However, the monolayer bending modulus is measured at an effective pivot
point where compression and bending are decoupled, and therefore dependson z0 as described in Kozlov and Winterhalter (37). Equation 7 gives the
spontaneous curvature at the pivot at which Kmb was measured.
The contribution due to the monolayer bending modulus, Kmb could be
measured from an experiment, from a power decomposition of simulated
bending mode amplitudes for much larger bilayers than are simulated
here (33,38,39), or from simulations of the inverse hexagonal phase, as
shown below. Alternatively, the monolayer bending modulus can be esti-
mated from the area compressibility and bilayer thickness from polymer
brush theory (40,41) or similar analysis (33).The inverse hexagonal phase
The following analysis of leaflet bending in the inverse hexagonal phase is
equivalent to derivations by Gruner et al. (26), and is a simpler case of the
general Helfrich shape equation (31). It is repeated here because of the
Bending Free Energy from Simulation 2205various approximations that are justified to establish its validity, as well to
provide a simple framework for analysis of the bending energy if these
assumptions break down.
Inverse hexagonal phase lipid simulations are performed at constant
isotropic pressure, with periodic boundary conditions, and with the number
of molecules fixed. As a result of anisotropic simulation cell deformations,
the ratio of the hexagonal cylinder height to diameter is allowed to vary.
Before applying the Helfrich model to extract elastic constants, Young-Lap-
lace theory will be applied to relate the pressure at the cylinder interior to
the bending energy of the leaflet. The principal assumption is that a cylin-
drical surface (possibly with finite thickness, as is the case here) encloses a
region of fluid with bulk properties, and is itself surrounded by a fluid me-
dium with known pressure. By measuring the pressure difference between
the interior and exterior regions as the surface is varied, the force on the sur-
face can be inferred, as these factors balance at equilibrium. The model sys-
tem has three distinct regions:
1. The interior fluid, assumed to behave like an isotropic fluid under pres-
sure pint with volume Vint;
2. The exterior fluid, which has isotropic pressure pext and volume Vext; and
3. The surface region (of finite thickness), whose boundaries between the
other regions are chosen to fulfill the isotropic fluid condition, and which
have volume Vsurface.
Under these assumptions there is no surface tension between any of the
regions. The possibly complicated free energy of the surface region is
parameterized by fs(R,h), where R is the radius of the surface (the choice
of which determines the form of fs(R,h)), and h is the simulation cell height.
As an example, for an immiscible two-component system, fs(R,h) would be
equal to g2pRh, where g is the surface tension. The free energy of the entire
model system is
FYL ¼ pextVtotal þ pextVext þ pintVint þ fsðR; hÞ: (10)
Perturbing the model byx0 ¼ x þ RDRﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2 þ y2p ;
y0 ¼ yþ RDRﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2 þ y2p ;
z0 ¼ z;
(11)
changes the surface parameter, R, by DR at
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2 þ y2
p
¼ R. To first order in
DR, the perturbation changes a cylindrical volume from V to V0:V 0  V ¼ hp

r þ RDR
r
2
 hpr2 ¼ 2phRDRþ ODR2	:
(12)
This volume perturbation is the same for all volumes that contain the origin
(that is Vtotal and Vint, but not Vext and Vsurface, which have volume changesof zero). Under this deformation, the energy of the surface is perturbed by
DRvfs(R, h)/vR, and the pressure changes account for Dp(V0 – V) ¼
Dp2phRDR, where Dp ¼ pint  pext. For the free energy to be stationary
these must sum to zero for infinitesimal perturbations. For the case of an
immiscible two-component system with fs(R, h) ¼ 2phRg, this results in
g ¼ RDp; (13)
which is the Young-Laplace equation for a cylindrical surface subject only
to surface tension. For the general case, the stability condition yieldsvfsðR; hÞ
vR
¼ ADp; (14)where A is the area of the surface in the simulation cell. The partial deriv-
ative indicates that h is held constant; in the following equations a total de-
rivative indicates that variations of R and h are accounted for by keeping a
particular quantity fixed, indicated by the subscript outside the parentheses
of the derivative. In all cases the free energy of the surface is constrained to
be cylindrical, and is in this sense a partial derivative with respect to cylin-
drical variations of the surface.
Assuming that the interior fluid is incompressible provides a surface
equilibrium condition; the surface is allowed to relax subject to the
constraint of a constant interior water volume:

dfsðR; hÞ
dR

Vint
¼ vfsðR; hÞ
vR
þ vfsðR; hÞ
vh

dh
dR

Vint
¼ 0: (15)
However, as will be shown, the Helfrich-bending energy is most conve-
niently analyzed at constant surface area,

dfsðR; hÞ
dR

A
¼ vfsðR; hÞ
vR
þ vfsðR; hÞ
vh

dh
dR

A
; (16)
whereas Eq. 14 provides the quantity vfs(R, h)/vR, i.e., the partial derivative
at constant h. The situation is reconciled by the geometric relation:ðdh=dRÞVint
ðdh=dRÞA
z
ðdh=dRÞVsurfþVint
ðdh=dRÞA
¼ 2: (17)
If the surface does not experience any net compression or expansion as it
bends, the approximation at left in Eq. 17 will be valid. The same approx-imation is made for the analysis of planar bending in the Appendix, where it
is justified by analyzing geometric parameters of the planar and bent sys-
tems. This assumption is also made in the experimental analyses of the in-
verse hexagonal phase by Rand et al. (1). Combining Eqs. 15–17 yields

dfsðR; hÞ
dR

h
¼ 2


dfsðR; hÞ
dR

A
; (18)
and finally 
 
dfsðR; hÞ
dR A
¼ 1
2
ADp: (19)
Equation 19 could be used to fit the free energy of bending from a function
of any form, for example, if one wishes to include higher-order terms in theexpansion of the bending energy.
The position of the surface (i.e., R) is found by determining the pivotal
plane where the area is constant as the curvature changes (see Results
and Discussion). This choice fixes the computed monolayer bending
modulus to be applicable at this point on the leaflet surface and simplifies
the resulting model in that the preferred area does not change with curva-
ture. Applying the Helfrich model yields
2Kmb

R1  R10
 ¼ R2Dp: (20)
This is the same result derived in the many experimental works on x-ray
diffraction of the inverse hexagonal phase (4,26,43).Assuming there is sufficient interstitial alkane, and that the tension be-
tween the alkane and the lipid tails is negligible, the tension between neigh-
boring simulation cells will be negligible (that is, only fs(R,h) for the leaflet/
water surface must be modeled, and not, for example, a gAcell term for the
tension between simulation cells). In this case the pressure of the material
surrounding the cylinder will be at the simulated external pressure, in this
work set to 1 atm. This assumption may be tested in future studies by vary-
ing the amount and chain length of the interstitial alkane, as in the experi-
ment in Chen and Rand (5). The framework presented here would be idealBiophysical Journal 104(10) 2202–2211
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applied to additional terms in Eq. 10. This study will rely on the result of
Chen and Rand (5); the monolayer bending modulus and spontaneous cur-
vature do not depend strongly on added alkane levels.
Returning to Eq. 20, it only remains to compute the pressure of the water
at the interior of the lipid tube. Although perhaps conceptually simple, the
theory for computing the local pressure of even apparently isotropic fluids
has been controversial. A method developed by us does exactly that (44),
and has been shown to yield accurate pressure differences even for systems
with polar/nonpolar interfaces.
A brief comment is necessary to justify the assumption that Dp reflects
the constant leaflet surface area ensemble, as some surfaces may somehow
be as compressible as they are bendable. Simulated in the NPT ensemble,
the cylindrical subsystem can adjust its height and radius constrained by
the interior water volume. The analysis concluded with Eq. 20 is based
on the assumption that changes in the free energy are due to curvature
changes, but it is possible that the area/volume ratio may change due to
leaflet compressibility. However, the mechanical constants of compress-
ibility and bending are anticipated to be sufficiently well separated that
they can be measured individually. The ratio of effective force constants
for free energy changes due to the area compressibility modulus and the
monolayer bending modulus is
vFA=vR
vFH=vR
¼ KAR
3
Kmb R0
; (21)
so that for the curvatures examined herein (roughly 30 A˚) the expected ratio
for DOPE will be ~20, and roughly 10 for DOPC. The ensemble is therefore
expected to be approximately the constant area ensemble (the modulus
measurable by the fluctuations of the area), perturbed slightly by measur-
able curvature frustration (the curvature frustration measurable by the resid-
ual tension). This is analogous to the treatment of the similarity of the
pivotal and neutral planes (the neutral plane being the plane for which
area and curvature energetics are uncoupled) by Leikin et al. (2).
Details of the calculation of
vF
vR1
¼ R2A1


vfsðR; hÞ
vR

A
for various R values of the inverse hexagonal phase are in the following
section.Simulation protocol
The lipid force-field parameters used were from CHARMM C36 (25) with
the TIP3P water model standard for recent versions of CHARMM force
fields.
All lipid configurationswere built using the publicly availableCHARMM-
GUIweb server (45). Inverse hexagonal phase simulationswere built starting
from oblong rectangles of bilayer with one leaflet removed. The x,z coordi-
nate pairwasmapped onto a polar coordinate, rcos(f), with r the target radius
of the pivotal plane. Water and tetradecane molecules were then added to
approximate the concentrations of the x-ray diffraction work, that is, ~16%
tetradecane. Periodic boundary conditions are applied with hexagonal lattice
vectors. The resulting inverse hexagonal phase structures were minimized
and subjected to lengthy (~50–100 ns) equilibration using CHARMM.
Inverse hexagonal phase and water control systems were simulated with
NAMD (46). Five simulations with different cylindrical radii (~27, 29, 30.5,
33.1, and 35 A˚) were simulated for ~250, 150, 120, 120, and 220 ns, respec-
tively (the high and low curvature simulations were extended to improve
precision) at 298 K. Each simulation consisted of 125 phospholipids with
varying amounts of water (2518, 2769, 3035, 3318, and 3619, respectively).
The DOPC inverse hexagonal phase (consisting of 125 phospholipids, 3619
water molecules, with radius ~33.6 A˚) was simulated for 200 ns.Biophysical Journal 104(10) 2202–2211The NAMD simulation protocol used the Langevin thermostat (47) and
isotropic Langevin piston barostat (48), suitable for simulations with no ki-
netic component of interest. The Langevin piston period and decay were set
to 200 and 100 fs, respectively. Particle-mesh Ewald (49) (PME) was used
for long-ranged electrostatics and van der Waals forces were truncated us-
ing the force-switching method of CHARMM between 8 and 12 A˚.
Water control simulations necessary to calibrate the internal pressure cal-
culations were also simulated using NAMD, employing the same protocols.
Bilayer pressure profiles were simulated using a development version of
the CHARMM simulation package (50) using the methodology described
in the literature (28,29,51,52).
To calculate values of vF=vR1 at zero curvature (the planar case), the
pressure profile of the lipid bilayer is extracted using the Harasima contour,
which is uniquely suited to calculations with periodic boundary conditions
and PME. The pressure profile was extracted every 100 fs and centered by
setting the average of the lipid tail carbons to be z ¼ 0. Equation 7 is eval-
uated independently for the z > 0 and z < 0 profiles and averaged. Planar
systems were equilibrated (>10 ns), then 50-ns production runs were per-
formed at 310 K and at zero tension, so that
R
dz½pTðzÞ  pNðzÞ ¼ 0. Res-
olution of the normal pressure in the z direction cannot be simply obtained
with the Harasima contour and PME electrostatics (52). However, mechan-
ical equilibrium dictates that the normal pressure is evenly distributed
through the system. These two conditions (zero tension and uniform normal
pressure) are enforced by setting the normal pressure to L1z
R
dzpTðzÞ, and
is within standard error (SE) of 1 atm. Enforcing zero tension removes any
dependence on the pivot of curvature from Eq. 9.
For the inverse hexagonal phase calculation of vF=vR1, the procedure
detailed in Sodt and Pastor (44) is used. Briefly, the pressure of the interior
water is evaluated by a mechanical deformation similar to that of Eq. 27, but
isolated to only a bulk region of water in the middle, with the rest of the
system kept fixed. The free energy of deformation depends on both a contri-
bution from an effective surface tension of the selected region that scales
with the change in surface area of the deformation, and a pressure term
that scales with the change in volume due to the deformation. A large
ensemble is needed to extract a pressure to the required accuracy (antici-
pated to be on the order of a few atm for DOPE/DOPC). Local pressure cal-
culations for a variety of applied external pressures showed that the ratio of
the internal pressure to the effective tension was –0.294 A˚1. The ratio of
the internal pressure to the effective tension was constrained to this factor
when computing the internal pressure of the hexagonal lipid interiors.
The constraint is not absolutely necessary, but does substantially decrease
the uncertainty. Recordings of the free energy of deformation were per-
formed every 500 fs and averaged before fitting. In future simulations the
frequency of pressure recordings could be increased substantially to reduce
error, but the ensemble in this work was generated and postprocessed
separately.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 2 shows equilibrated simulation cells of a planar DOPE
bilayer (top). Lateral pressure profiles for DOPE and DOPC
lipid bilayers are shown in Fig. 3. These profiles of symmet-
ric lipid bilayers should themselves be symmetric. A lack of
visual symmetry is due to insufficient sampling. The values
of vF=vR1 extracted from these profiles have relatively
small uncertainties; they do not appear to be sensitive to a
fully converged pressure profile.
As has been discussed in previous studies (29,51), the
profile is consistent with the bilayer having a substantial
interfacial tension at the surface (characterized by a negative
peak where the surface would contract to minimize the po-
lar/apolar exposure) balanced by positive pressure in the
FIGURE 2 The two phases simulated in this work. (Top) Planar bilayer
phase of DOPE. (Middle and bottom) Inverse hexagonal phase renderings
of DOPE and DOPC, respectively. (Red spheres) Water molecules
(hydrogen atoms not shown). Inverse hexagonal phase: (yellow bars) tetra-
decane and (dark gray bars) simulation cell boundary. Images were gener-
ated using the visualization software VMD.
FIGURE 3 The pressure profiles for DOPC and DOPE bilayers.
TABLE 1 Single leaflet mechanical constants extracted from
DOPE and DOPC simulations compared with experiment (3)
Lipid Property
La
(simulation)
HII
(simulation)
HII
(experiment)
DOPE vF=vR1jflat 0.2205 0.001 0.435 0.19 0.249
Kmb 11.05 4.9 6.36
R0 32.35 1.4 25.65 2 29.2
DOPC vF=vR1jflat 0.0855 0.006 0.061
vF=vR1j34 A 0.215 0.03 0.098
R0 65.25 5 87.3
The quantity vF=vR1 (per A˚2) has units of kcal/mol/A˚, Kmb has units of
kcal/mol, and R0 has units of A˚. The experimental monolayer bending
modulus in the table is taken from Fuller and Rand (4), and is measured
in the inverse hexagonal phase with tetradecane added. The spontaneous
curvature calculated from the planar simulation is based on the experi-
mental monolayer bending modulus.
Bending Free Energy from Simulation 2207middle where the lipid tails are confined. The clearest differ-
ence between the DOPE and DOPC profiles is in the head-
group region, as expected. The DOPE lipid has a substantial
negative peak at ~22 A˚ above the bilayer middle, whereas
the DOPC profile is uniformly positive in this region. The
DOPE headgroups are smaller and more hydrated than theDOPC headgroups, reflected by a negative peak in the pro-
file where the free energy could be lowered by contraction.
The quantity vF=vR1 evaluated from Eq. 7 calculated
agrees extremely well with the x-ray diffraction measure-
ments, such that when the monolayer bending moduli ex-
tracted from the experiment are used, the spontaneous
curvature match well (within a few A˚ for DOPE), as shown
in Table 1.
Fig. 2 also shows the inverse hexagonal phase of DOPE
(middle), and the inverse hexagonal phase of DOPC
(bottom). In the figure the hexagonal phase of DOPE is at
approximately the free energy minimum with respect to cur-
vature frustration. In terms of the Young-Laplace equation,
Eq. 13, the tension of the surface is zero, indicating that the
pressure is the same on the inside and on the outside (1 atm).
For the case of DOPC, the surface is overly curved and
would be minimized if flattened; however, in the simulation
the water-to-lipid area is naturally fixed and so it exerts a
detectable negative pressure on the water.
For the leaflet surface to have well-defined mechanical
constants in the Helfrich Hamiltonian model, the surfaceBiophysical Journal 104(10) 2202–2211
FIGURE 5 The change of the free energy with curvature, calculated from
simulations of a planar bilayer and the inverse hexagonal phase. (Shaded
area) One standard-deviation range of the linear fit to the DOPE free energy
derivative calculated from the inverse hexagonal phase simulation. (Dashed
lines) X-ray diffraction results for inverse hexagonal phase systems (DOPC
upper; DOPE lower).
2208 Sodt and Pastormust have a pivotal plane at which surface bending is not
coupled to area compression/expansion (1,53). Moreover,
the position of the pivotal plane specifies where the surface
is defined and at which the mechanical constants are speci-
fied (2,37). The average of the distance from the center of
the water region is computed for each unique atom of the
lipid molecule, e.g., the phosphorus or nitrogen atom of
DOPE. The surface area of that atom type is then computed
by 2phhri, where h is the simulation cell height. The pivotal
plane is then defined by the atom whose surface area is con-
stant as a function of bending. At different hydration levels,
hhi and hri will adjust; for example, at excess water the
height will decrease and the width of the cylinder will
expand to keep the area constant at the pivotal plane.
Fig. 4 plots the surface areas per lipid for various atom types
at the simulated hydration levels, beginning at approxi-
mately the headgroup region and extending to the tail.
The area is the same at different hydration levels in the vi-
cinity of carbon C22 (see Fig. 4) in the glycerol region, in
good agreement with experiment. The area per lipid near
the pivotal plane is approximately that of the planar system,
~65 A˚2, indicating the pivotal plane is consistent to
planarity.
Single leaflet mechanical constants extracted from DOPE
and DOPC inverse hexagonal phase simulations are shown
in Table 1. The data are also plotted in Fig. 5 along
with theoretical values derived from the mechanical con-
stants obtained from x-ray diffraction experiments (dashed
lines). Multiple simulations of the inverse hexagonal phase
of DOPE at different hydration levels calculateFIGURE 4 Values of the surface area per lipid measured along the lipid.
The pivotal plane is indicated by the area being constant as the surface
bends. The area per lipid near the pivotal plane (in the vicinity of carbon
C22) is approximately that of the planar system, ~65 A˚2.
Biophysical Journal 104(10) 2202–2211vF=vR1 ¼ Kmb ðR1  R10 Þ and allow for the computation
of the bending modulus and spontaneous curvature. The
pressure calculation of the inverse hexagonal phase is sub-
ject to a substantial amount of noise, and so the uncertainty
of the mechanical constants is relatively large; however, the
experimental bending modulus and spontaneous curvature
are both within ~1 SE. Extrapolating the vF=vR1 to
R1 ¼ 0, the planar case, yields a value that is also within
1 SE of the planar-simulated calculation (in the figure, 1
SD is indicated by the gray-shaded region). This result is
significant in that it is a direct indication that the mechanical
properties of a planar bilayer can be predicted from a mea-
surement of the curved system, as well as the converse.
For DOPC, only a single inverse hexagonal phase simula-
tion was performed, so mechanical constants can only be in-
ferred when coupled with the experimental information. The
negative pressure at the middle of the DOPC inverse hexag-
onal phase indicates that the lipid bilayer is acting to expand
the water region, a result consistent with a flatter preferred
curvature for DOPC. A caveat of this calculation is that
the DOPC inverse hexagonal phase appears to have kinks
or other defects; its curvature is not uniform like that of
DOPE, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (bottom).CONCLUSIONS
This article presented two techniques for calculating the de-
rivative of the free energy with respect to bilayer leaflet
bending, vF=vR1. The first method, for planar systems,
relied on the single leaflet lateral pressure profile from the
bilayer simulation. The second method, analogous to the
x-ray diffraction experiment used to measure curvature
properties, computes the pressure at the center of the inverse
Bending Free Energy from Simulation 2209hexagonal phase. The two methods were shown to produce
consistent results, indicating that the mechanical properties
of planar systems can be extrapolated from curved measure-
ments (as well as the converse).
This study serves as a partial validation of the CHARMM
C36 force field for simulating the inverse hexagonal phase.
The presence of a well-defined pivotal plane with an area
per lipid consistent with the planar phase, as well as accurate
and consistent mechanical properties, demonstrates that the
force-field parameters are transferable to high curvature.
The defects present in the DOPC inverse hexagonal phase
simulation suggest that the calculated vF=vR1 is an under-
estimate, in that the curvature frustration would be partially
relieved by the defects. This is not reflected in the value of
the interior pressure; i.e., the simulation indicates a substan-
tial negative pressure at the water interior. It is possible that
in the future the technique presented herein, combined with
the Helfrich model, could be used to predict the free energy
cost of the defects by analyzing their frequency and effect
on the osmotic pressure, although more data would be
required to achieve the level of precision required.
It is anticipated that the simulation technique presented in
this work can be used to calculate vF=vR1 for surfaces with
biologically active molecules embedded, isolating their
contribution to bilayer mechanics. Additionally, the effect
of surface curvature on the conformational state and orien-
tation of, e.g., peptides may be deduced by embedding
them in these highly curved surfaces (similar to a recent
experiment by Tristram-Nagle et al. (54)).APPENDIX: FREE ENERGY DERIVATIVE OF
PLANAR LEAFLET CURVATURE
The following derivation gives the same result as Szleifer et al. (27), which
examines the detailed origins of stress and curvature strain in lipid bilayers
and monolayers, and has been used in recent literature to calculate the spon-
taneous curvature (11–14). Here it is based on the statistical mechanical
first-order change in the free energy of an ensemble from Schofield and
Henderson (28). This derivation provides the free energy derivative without
explicitly invoking a continuum model of the bilayer. That is, the derivative
is valid whether a continuum representation is valid or not. However, inter-
preting the derivative as implying mechanical constants does require the
definition and validity of a continuum model.
For a simulation of a flat system, dF=dR1 will be computed by a me-
chanical theory of deformations that requires a local pressure (strain) p(r)
and displacement field u(r). As shown by Schofield and Henderson (28),
the free energy to first order in the mechanical deformation u(r) is calcu-
lated according to
DFðuÞ ¼
Z
V
d3r
(X
i
dðri  rÞ
 kBTuaaðrÞ
þ uaðriÞVai fðriÞ
	)
;
(22)
where u(r) transforms the coordinates of the equilibrium ensemble
ðr0 ¼ r þ uðrÞÞ. The second term is the expectation value of how thedisplacement acts on the internal forces of the ensemble, and the first
term is the change in free energy from kinetic energy due to expansion or
contraction of a region (note that uaaðrÞ is the Jacobian factor, the derivative
of the a-Cartesian component of u(r) with respect to Cartesian component
a). The ensemble average is often transformed into a spatially resolved rep-
resentation of the stress on which a generic strain u(r) can act,
VbpabðrÞ ¼

kBTV
arðrÞ P
i
dðri  rÞ

Vai fðriÞ
	
;
pabðrÞ ¼
"
miv
a
i v
b
i
2
dðri  rÞ 
X
i
Vai fðriÞ #
C0i
dlbdðr  lÞ
#
þ f ðrÞ;
(23)
so that after integration by parts, the gradient in Vbpab(r) is transferred to
u(r) andDFðuÞ ¼ 
Z
V
d3rpabðrÞuabðrÞ; (24)
where C0i is a contour connecting some fixed arbitrary point to ri; u
a
b (r)
is the derivative with respect to Cartesian component b of the a-componentof u(r); pab(r) is the local pressure tensor (that is, the b-component of
the force acting along direction a of a material at r); and Vf(r) ¼ 0. Equa-
tion 24 is attractive because pab can be constructed to behave like one
would expect a local pressure to behave (depending on the choice of
C0i), e.g., having a negative value where a subsystem appears to be pulled
upon, like an extended spring, or having zero stress where locally a system
behaves like a pure fluid. However, experimentally observable quantities
may be calculated from Eq. 22 just as rigorously as Eq. 24 and so do not
depend on C0i.
As shown by Schofield and Henderson (28), various physical quantities
can be calculated from Eq. 22 (if DF is calculated on-the-fly) or Eq. 24 (if
pab is postprocessed) when the system is constrained by an external mech-
anism, for example, the total pressure when the displacement u(r) is propor-
tional to r (that is, an isotropic expansion/compression). A specific
transformation ua (r) for curving will be used to calculate the free energy
of deformation of a surface constrained to be flat by periodic boundary
conditions.
Given a segment of a flat system (shown schematically as a rectangle in
Fig. 6), a volume-conserving deformation can be constructed to yield a new
system with curvature R1. The original coordinates, (x, z), are transformed
into the new coordinates, (x0, z0), by a transformation that creates a radius R
and fixed arc at z ¼ 0 and a radius of R1 (with center at z ¼ R) at z0. The
value R1 is defined such that the area of the transformed rectangle is
preserved:
R1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R2 þ 2Rz
p
: (25)
From this follows the transformed coordinates:x0 ¼ R1 sin
x
R

;
z0 ¼ R1 cos
x
R

 R:
(26)
The bilayer is laterally translationally invariant, so the bending free
energy can be calculated per lateral unit distance, and the new coordinates
can be expanded within the vicinity of x ¼ 0. To linear in R1, we haveBiophysical Journal 104(10) 2202–2211
FIGURE 6 The coordinate transformation [(x, z) to (x0, z0)] that causes a
curvature-inducing mechanical deformation. The deformation is a virtual
transformation in that the ensemble is not actually moved, but rather the
free energy derivative is measured along the transformation.
2210 Sodt and Pastorx0 ¼ x þ xz
R
þ OR2;
z0 ¼ z z
2
2R
 x
2
2R
þ OR2; (27)
yielding the transformationuðrÞ ¼ R1xz; 0; z2  x22;
where x and z are the Cartesian components of r. Inserting the transforma-
tion in Eq. 27 into Eq. 24 yields vF=vR1 in Eq. 5.
Verification of volume-conserving bending is possible by comparing the
structure of the planar bilayer with the curved inverse hexagonal phase. The
average height zi (for the planar bilayer) and radius ri (for the inverse hex-
agonal phases) of each atom type i is recorded. The atom i approximately
corresponding to the pivotal plane is selected based on area-conservation
(atom C31 in the CHARMM force field), as shown in Fig. 4. The volume
of material between the surface defined by the average position of atom i
and the pivotal plane atom (pp) is
Vplanar ¼ NLAL
zi  zpp; (28)
Vbent ¼ ph
r2i  r2pp; (29)where NL is the number of lipids in the planar bilayer and AL is the average
area per lipid. By definition at the pivotal plane, 2phrpp/NL ¼ AL. Inserting
this into Eq. 28 and equating the two volumes (which would imply volume
conservation during bending) yields r2irpp  rpp
 ¼ 2zi  zpp: (30)Biophysical Journal 104(10) 2202–2211These quantities are computed directly from the saved trajectories of the
simulations. A least-squares fit of y ¼ kx to the left side of Eq. 30 against
the right gives a slope k of 1.06, with coefficient of determination equal
to 0.995. This indicates that the volume is conserved at high curvature.
The assumption of volume conservation is likely even more accurate at
low curvature, although this would require an infeasibly large simulation
to test. The deviation from volume-conservation increases further from
the pivotal plane, that is, where tetradecane begins filling the tail space,
and where the headgroup dehydrates.
Equation 22 is valid if the system forces (excluding external forces) are
all contained in the volume of integration, V. The first part of this work
involving the planar system relies on an assumption requiring validation:
That the local pressure in half of the bilayer simulation cell (containing
one leaflet) represents, with sufficient fidelity, the case of a single leaflet
with an infinite water slab above, and an infinite alkane region below
(such that there are no tensions between the layer and the surroundings).
The Harasima contour (55) used in this work for calculating pab(r) is valid
in the water region because the local tension goes to zero in this area, as can
be seen in Fig. 3. The commonly used Irving-Kirkwood (56) contour also
has this property, but is not feasible with long-range Coulomb interactions
(52). For the alkyl tail region, the validity is not as clear because the bilayer
middle is not necessarily tensionless. However, the accuracy of the calcu-
lated vF=vR1 indicates that this approximation is a good one.
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